
To:    Students   of   AP   Spanish   with   Profesora   Larkin   during   the   2020-2021   school   year   
Needed:   

1)   Access   to   a   computer   and   the   internet   and   
2)   access   to   the    español   AP   group   on   GoogleDrive  

ASSIGNMENT   #1    [Due   the   first   day   of   school]   Join   several   groups   &   adopt  
a   country   

1.   Join   the    español   AP   group   on   Google   Drive.   

2.   Join   the    español   AP   group   on   Voicethread.   

3.   Choose   an   “adopted   country”   from   the   list   of   Spanish-speaking   countries   for   a  
variety   of   activities   over   the   year   (cultural   comparisons,   current   events,   etc).  
Find   the   document   in   the   español   AP   group   folder   on   GoogleDrive   titled:  
“Summer   Assignment   #1”    which   lists   the   Spanish-speaking   countries.   Write   your  
name   in   red   next   to   one   of   the   countries.   No   doubles   please.   If   you   arrive   to   the  
list   and   all   countries   have   been   take,   contact   Profe   Larkin.  

ASSIGNMENT   #2    (Due   the   first   day   of   school)   

1.   Become   familiar   with   EVERYTHING   that   is   published   on   the   AP   website   about  
the    AP   Spanish   Language   and   Culture   exam.   

2.   Look   at   the    tips   that   the   College   Board   suggests    for   you:   

3.   When   you   have   done   this,   please   send   me   an   email   ( jlarkin@mlschools.org )  
with   a   short   summary   (100   words   minimum)   in   paragraph   form    in   Spanish .  
Include:   

● what   you   have   learned   about   this   exam;   
● 5   specific   ways   you   will   best   prepare   yourself   for   the   exam   over   the   course   of  

the   year;   
● your   hopes   and   expectations   for   the   course.    Do   not   translate   from   English  

or   use   Google   Translate   or   other.    Once   you   have   done   these   steps,   you   will  
have   a   better   idea   of   how   to   prepare   yourself   the   most   efficient   way   possible.   

ASSIGNMENT   #3    (Due   September   18)    Complete   grammar   review   exercises.  
The   list   of   the   “Repaso”   exercises   and   the   PDFs   are   in   the   folder   titled    “#3  
Summer   Assignment”     on   the   Drive.   You   will   be   assessed   on   the   corresponding  
grammar   topics   during   the   first   marking   period.  

ASSIGNMENT   #4    (Due   September   25)    You   will   be   giving   a    5-minute   oral  
cultural   comparison   presentation    in   which   you   compare   a   product,   practice   or  
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perspective   of   your   adopted   Spanish-speaking   country   to   a   product,   practice,   or  
perspective   of   the   United   States.    By   the   above   due   date:   

● Create   3   pages   of   a   Voicethread:   
○ On   the   first   page,   write   the   topic   and   your   name.   
○ On   the   second   page   include   two   photos,   one   for   the   US   and   the   other  

for   your   adopted   country   of   the   topic   you   are   comparing.   
○ On   the   third   page   include   space   for   an   MLA   formatted   Works   cited  

page.   “Bibliografía”:    All   sources   for   work   in   AP   must   be   in  
Spanish.  

● A   sample   slide   presentation   is   in   the   “#4   Summer   Assignment”   folder   on   the  
Drive   for   reference.  

● More   details   about   the   due   date,   format,   requirements,   etc.   of   the  
presentation   will   be   given   during   the   first   weeks   of   school.   

 


